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To separate or not to separate?

IMRAD CANON R & D integrated M & R & D integrated



To separate or not to separate?

• Easier for the writer vs. easier for the reader

• Relatively few readers will read all sections with equal interest

• Canonical IMRAd is expected

Stephen B. Heard (2016: 100) 



Reporting the results

• Report your results using factual statements
• Comment on the statements ONLY IF they need immediate 

explanation
• ambiguities
• contradictions

• To facilitate reader’s understanding of the results
• Awarness of audience
• Anticipating questions

Björk and Räisänen (1997)
Swales and Feak (1994)



Four types of Results

Ty p e  I – Giving straightforward description of the author’s results; 
includes no commentary at all (no comparison with the work of others, 
no justification, no (or very few) obvious highlighting statements).

Ty p e  II – Is mostly restricted to present findings, but includes a few 
minor uses of commentary.

Ty p e  III – Consists of both description of findings and a number of 
commentary elements.

Ty p e  IV – Makes heavy use of commentary. Could almost be taken for 
discussion.

R

R&D



What you found & what you think I
• Data: Your actual results

• Inference: clear and robust interpretations of the 
data that almost any practitioner in the field would draw; these are 
sometimes so obvious that we treat them as data themselves.

• Interpretation: Your thoughts, hypotheses, and speculation about 
what the results may mean for the larger problem you identified.



What you found & what you think II
• Data
There is smoke behind the mountains

• Inference
There is a fire behind the mountains

• Interpretation
… as a result of a wild fire / vulcano etc.



Moves and steps for R&D section
Yang & Allison, 2002

Move 1 – Preparatory information
Move 2 – Reporting results
Move 3 – Commenting on Results

Interpreting results
Comparing results with literature
Evaluating results
Accounting for results

Move 4 – Summarizing results
Move 5 – Evaluating the study

Indicating limitations
Indicating significance/advantage

Move 6 – Deductions from the research
Recommending further research

Manchester Phrase bank:  Reporting results
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http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/reporting-results/


Discussion

Cargill & O’Connor 2013



Introduction & Discussion
(Swales 1990; Cotos et al. 2016) 

Introduction

1. Establishing a territory

2. Establishing a niche

3. Occupying the niche

Discussion

1. Re-establishing the territory [Grounding 
the discussion]

2. Framing the new knowledge [Commenting 
on the results]

3. Move 3: Re-shaping the territory 
[Referencing literature]

4. Move 4: Establishing additional territory 
[Expanding on comments]



Cotos et al 2016



Your task now

1. Analyse the Results and/or 
Discussion section in three RAs
• You (are currently) read(ing)
• You have written yourself (draft or 

published)
• Published in your target journal

2. What does the text DO?
• What moves can you identify?
• What steps can you identify?
• What else is there?

• ohter moves/steps/functions
• patterns of language



Your next task

Draft your Results, Discussion or Results&Discussion Wednesday, May 13
Include a short cover letter
Review your group members’ drafts Monday, May 18

• Digital Tools elective WS: 
• Monday, May 04
• Monday, May 11

https://goo.gl/FXbzpD
https://goo.gl/1EXn2p
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